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Introduction 
Service and maintenance of processes and products are pivotal for the availability of products              
and production. Unexpected faults and failures may become very costly or even catastrophic.             
At the same time, maintenance is routinely performed more frequently than necessary,            
replacing possibly functional components. New processes and products need to fullfil           
increased environmental demands, while customers put increasing demands on customization          
and coordination. Hence, improved maintenance processes possess very high potentials,          
economically as well as environmentally. By making better use of information about the             
components’ conditions, and by a more suitable and efficient coordination of maintenance            
activities, these activities can be better utilized at the same time as the risk for unplanned                
production stops decreases. This leads to a better resource utilization, a higher system             
reliability, and hence to sustainability. 
 
There are many principles for and approaches to what is here called “the general maintenance               
problem ” - of how to perform the right service at the right time, taking available information                
and given limitations into consideration. Some of the approaches have names such as             
“condition based maintenance ”, “predictive maintenance ”, “preventive maintenance ”,       
“corrective maintenance ”, “reliability centered maintenance ”, “opportunistic maintenance ”       
or “proactive maintenance ”.  
 
The project Future Industrial Service Management has considered the general maintenance           
problem  from several aspects:  

● How to make use of the available condition information? 
● How to use this for creating the best maintenance plans? 
● What business models are needed to support this kind of maintenance?  
● How to show the added value of such maintenance? 

The need for a change of industrial maintenance 
During the last few years, a number of initiatives on the digitalisation of industry have been                
introduced, e.g. the German Industry 4.0, Industrial internet (General Electrics) and Industrial            
Internet of Things, and lately in Sweden, Smart Industry – a strategy for new industrialization               
for Sweden .  1

The current industrial development regarding information handling and digitalisation leads to           
new ways of producing goods. The industry demands flexible, safe, environmentally friendly,            
and available production processes. Industrial digitalisation provides technological solutions         

1 Swedish Government, Smart Industry – a strategy for new industrialisation for Sweden. 
http://www.government.se/information-material/2016/04/smart-industry---a-strategy-for-new-
industrialisation-for-sweden/ 
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to the needs of modern manufacturing - manifested as highly automated, flexible, and             
just-in-time production - with focus on waste reduction. Industry 4.0 in particular utilizes the              
new technological advancements in cyber-physics (mechanical machines with        
computerization capability) and network technology, which allows the machines to be           
connected through the Internet and synchronized (orchestrated). Large amounts of data           
created in the production are utilized for data driven planning and optimization of the              
operations. This new situation poses increased demands on the flexibility and automation in             
the maintenance management as well. At the same time, advancements in technologies for             
data acquisition, data fusion, data analysis, diagnostics, and prognosis provide possibilities to            
work in new ways, resulting in an increased effectiveness as well as a better adaptation of                
maintenance to customer needs. Data and information at the right place and at the right time                
are crucial factors for effective maintenance management. Knowledge sharing and networking           
enable all people involved in maintenance sharing experiences and knowledge, and assistant            
systems allow for easy interpretation of a vast amount of data for the direct use, for instance                 
in assisting the maintenance technicians in their daily work. The technological development            
has forced the industry to change their business models as well, and as a consequence the                
importance of after-sales services has increased. For these technological innovations to           
succeed, they must be coordinated with, and reflected in, the strategic business models. The              
traditional view on operations and maintenance services as a necessary cost is shifting to an               
activity that could potentially lower the total life cycle cost of the product by the means of                 
performance-based contracts and long term relationships. 

Overview of the general maintenance problem 
Aspects that must be considered when introducing condition based and predictive           
maintenance:  

● Organization (competence, working methodology, procedures, culture)  
● Regulations/standards  
● Business models and value chains  
● Maintenance strategies 
● Technical solutions (algorithms, methods, data processing)  
● Hardware, sensors and communication infrastructures  

 
It is a complex task to reform the way maintenance is performed today, to better adapt to the                  
new technological advances, the available data from the processes and systems, and the             
demand for flexible and dynamic production. In the last decades there have been huge efforts               
to move towards condition-based and predictive maintenance, in contrast to fixed schedules.            
In spite of this, the changes have not been as fast and smooth as envisioned. One reason for                  
this is that the change affects several aspects on different levels, all the way from the                
organizational level down to the technical equipment, which must all be considered. 
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Still, there has been a tremendous technological development in industry (and all of society),              
and some factors that was previously seen as main obstacles for more advanced maintenance              
strategies are now almost obliterated: most industrial processes are today connected to a             
control system and equipped with large amounts of sensors, so the problem of how to collect                
and transfer data is - at least to a large extent - solved. 
 
Furthermore, there is a preparedness in organizations for the fact that this change of              
maintenance strategies is absolutely necessary. Still there is a considerable uncertainty on how             
to introduce the change, what options there are, how large the potential is, and what risks                
there are. In this section we will briefly list the main options from different aspects.  
 
The first step, when designing the overall maintenance strategy for a system or a plant, is to                 
determine what specific maintenance strategies are useful for each subsystem, component or            
even fault mode. There are several strategies to choose from, but no single one will be                
suitable to use throughout a whole process or industry. 
 
The following two non-condition based maintenance strategies have traditionally been the           
most common ones:  

1. Scheduled maintenance : service is performed at some predetermined intervals,         
measured in some unit of usage - often operating hours (or in the case of vehicles,                
kilometres);  

2. Corrective maintenance : service is performed only when a component has failed or is             
not functioning properly.  

The former may of course lead to unnecessary maintenance, and the latter to costly failures               
and production stops. The idea behind condition based and predictive maintenance is that -              
with some information about the condition of the components, and a more dynamic             
maintenance planning in response to this information - maintenance can to a higher degree be               
performed when it is actually needed, avoiding both unnecessary maintenance and failures.            
Nevertheless, not all components lend themselves to condition based maintenance, and there            
will always be fault modes that cannot be predicted in advance, so there will still be                
components for which these two traditional strategies constitute the most rational choices. 
  
A general maintenance strategy can be divided into two parts that need to be determined               
separately: how information about the condition or the remaining life of the components is              
acquired; and how the maintenance plan can be adjusted in response to such information. 
 
Methods to acquire information about components’ conditions and lives 

● Performing inspections 
● Making continuous measurements using sensors 
● Estimating wear from information about usage  
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A traditional variant of condition based maintenance is inspection based maintenance : inspect            
the machine at regular intervals, and service the components depending on the outcome of the               
inspection. Sometimes the necessary repair or service can be performed at the inspection             
occasion, and sometimes the inspection results in a planned activity at a future service              
occasion. In the latter case, some prediction methodology is needed to estimate - based on the                
inspection result - how the condition will develop or when the next inspection must be               
performed at the latest.  
 
An obvious solution, regarding condition based maintenance, is to use various sensors to             
continuously measure some signal related to the component’s condition, and use this measure             
to estimate or predict the component’s future condition. The main difference between            
continuous condition monitoring with sensors and inspections , is that the inspections occur            
much more seldom, have associated costs or labour requirements, and typically have to be              
scheduled in advance, just like any maintenance. Another difference is that at an inspection              
the condition is often directly measured, while a continuous condition monitoring most often             
results in indirect measurements of quantities that (only indirectly) affect the (inspected)            
condition. 
 
In some situations and for some components, using sensors to measure the condition may              
work well and may be the most effective solution. One example is when detecting noise or                
vibrations in rotating machinery. This can be done by placing a microphone or accelerometer              
somewhere on the machine, without interfering with the design or function of the machine,              
and in a location where it is easily available for service.  
 
However, the use of sensors to measure conditions is also connected with several             
complicating factors that make it less useful in many cases; hence, sensors should be used               
with care and only when this can be motivated by a technical risk analysis. For example,                
adding a new sensor means adding a new component in the design as well as a new service                  
point in the maintenance plan, since the sensor itself may need service. So, it is associated                
with a cost and leads to a more complicated design (and associated maintenance planning).              
Further, a measurement results in an estimation of the condition, and the estimate may be               
rather weakly correlated to the actual condition, and thus of limited value for estimating the               
service need. If a component has several fault modes and the measurements of a suggested               
sensor only relates to some of them, adding such a sensor may only have limited impact on                 
the resulting maintenance. This situation is further aggravated in cases when no dedicated             
sensor is used, but already existing sensors - installed for completely different purposes - are               
reused for condition monitoring. There is a risk that such data tells very little about the actual                 
service needs. 
 
Furthermore, often it is not sufficient to know the current condition of the component, but               
also to be able to predict whether the component will make it till the next service occasion;                 
such information is an outcome of knowledge about at what speed the performance of the               
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component (or the system) decreases due to a degrading condition of the component. These              
circumstances require the measured signals to indicate well in advance when a failure is              
approaching. Some fault modes are not easily detected a long time ahead, whereas others may               
be more predictable. 
 
If a sensor solution is used, one has to make sure that the sensors actually measure properties                 
that are closely related to the component’s condition, risk, and maintenance requirements, that             
the most common and/or important fault modes are considered, and that the sensor itself and               
its communication link are robust and easily maintained. 
 
An alternative to using measured signals to estimate the component’s actual condition is to              
estimate the wear of the component from its usage. If the life of a component has a low                  
variance, then the prediction of the remaining life may be quite good. 
 
Advantages of estimation of wear are that (i) it can be used when the component’s actual                
condition is hard to measure, and that (ii) in most systems, the usage (in various measurement                
units) is already closely monitored, so no new sensors need to be added and maintained.               
Disadvantages are that (iii) a threshold for an acceptable usage, or (iv) a wear model relating                
the usage to a probability of failure, must be known.  
 
Potential for optimizing the maintenance plan with respect to different degrees of            
freedom  

● Find the best points in time for certain maintenance activities 
● Find the best activities to perform at fixed time points 
● A dynamic packaging of maintenance activities 
● A simultaneous planning of maintenance and operation 

 
The potential of condition based and predictive maintenance lies in how the information             
about current and future conditions are used to influence the maintenance plan, i.e., to decide               
what and when to intervene. Exactly what degrees of freedom the planning allows for, and               
what objective function to optimize, can vary a lot from case to case. Some typical situations                
are mentioned here. 
 
If there are no limitations on the time when maintenance is allowed to be performed, and if                 
there is no (economic or structural) dependence between the maintenance of different            
components, the planning task amounts to finding - separately, for each component - the              
optimal point(s) in time for maintenance. The objective that is to be optimized may be the                
expected maintenance cost (over the planning period), the total profit (from the production),             
the total system uptime and availability, the quality of the product, or the risk of failure of the                  
system or the component. 
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There often are potential gains from coordinating the maintenance of different components            
(i.e., there is an economical dependence between the maintenance of the components). Most             
notably, if production must be stopped during maintenance and there is a start-up time, it is                
important to keep down the number of maintenance occasions. There may be additional gains              
if the components are structurally or stochastically dependent, e.g., such that it is easier or               
causes less wear to replace several components at once than to spread maintenance occasions              
over several occasions. Instead of determining the best time for each maintenance activity             
separately, the task is then to package parts of the activities (i.e., maintenance or              
replacements) together and determine optimal points in time for maintaining the resulting            
packages. 
 
In most cases, maintenance is not equally suitable at all times, but there may be a limited                 
number of time slots at which maintenance is possible. This possibility may occur during a               
planned production stop, or when a vehicle on some route is close to a workshop. Then, the                 
task is to assign suitable maintenance actions to the upcoming slot, based on a prediction of                
the time until yet another possible maintenance slot appears. Yet another possibility is that the               
time slots for maintenance are not entirely given in advance, but should be placed in time as                 
to disturb the production as little as possible; this poses a joint production and maintenance               
planning.  
 
A key concept for all these tasks is dynamic planning , i.e., that the plan is constantly updated                 
as new information appears and the situation develops. This is the basis for, e.g.,              
opportunistic maintenance , in which the maintenance plan is adjusted whenever a new            
opportunity for maintenance (e.g., due to preventive maintenance of some component) or an             
unexpected situation appears. A typical example is when some preventive maintenance           
activities are squeezed in together with unforeseen corrective maintenance, in case this can             
prolong the time until service is needed next. 
 
Another key concept here is planning under uncertainty, i.e., that there are only statistical              
predictions of the remaining lives of the components, and that the planner should select the               
plan that corresponds to the best expected value of the objective function. In this case,               
typically only the first maintenance occasion in the plan is realized; then the plan for the                
remaining period is updated each time a new prediction is made, based on new inspections or                
new available sensor data. 
 
Objectives to consider for optimization of the maintenance plan 

● Costs for maintenance 
● System uptime and availability 
● Net profit of the production  
● Product quality and customer satisfaction 
● Risk of failure/system reliability 
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Often the maintenance planning problem is phrased in terms of minimizing the costs for              
maintenance. This could work if the full cost for lack of maintenance , such as cost for the lost                  
production in case of a failure, is considered. However, as mentioned above, it is better to                
consider maintenance as a prerequisite for production , and not as a cost. Then, an important               
factor is instead the system uptime (resulting from the performance of maintenance). For a              
complete picture, the net production profit  is the objective that should be optimized. 
 
It is convenient to translate all factors into economic terms, but this is not always possible.                
For example, it can be hard to estimate the economical value of customer satisfaction, such               
that a bad product quality or unreliable services may affect the value of the brand in the long                  
run. 
 
The risk of failure is an important factor. Sometimes a failure will only result in a longer                 
production stop and/or more expensive maintenance. In this case the risk can be translated to               
economic terms. However, in other cases a failure may cause a major damage, and even risk                
of health and environment, and may become a long-lasting damage of the brand. In such cases                
it is more reasonable not to mix the risk with the economical factors, but instead optimize the                 
economy under the constraint that the risk of failure is kept sufficiently low.  
 
Another approach to include risk in the planning process is to use multiobjective optimization ,              
in which two or more objectives are optimized, resulting in several so-called Pareto optimal              
solutions (a Pareto optimal solution possesses the property that the value of any of the               
objective functions can be improved only if the value of at least one of the other objectives is                  
worsened). A decision maker may then choose between these solutions, and make the             
compromise between low costs and low risk of failure (and possibly also other objectives). 
 
Maintenance service offerings and maintenance contracts 

● Traditional work based contracts 
● Performance-based contracts 
● Partnering based contracts 
● Value chains and ecosystems 

 
Most types of maintenance related agreements are more or less long term and imply some sort                
of relationship between buyers and sellers. The relationship is regulated in a contract, i.e., the               
written agreement between buyers and sellers. These contract forms require means for            
managing and controlling the relationship throughout the contract period in form of key             
performance indicators. Resource-based contracts are usually cost-based, that is, the customer           
pays for the direct resources that are used. In resource-based maintenance contracts, the seller              
(supplier) pays for actual expenses, such as labour costs and spare parts, as well as a profit                 
margin. Performance-based contracts are regulated based on a predefined performance. The           
supplier guarantees a certain level of performance and the customer pays for direct and              
indirect expenses and the increased risk the supplier takes. The ability to assess the condition               
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of systems and components becomes important for the supplier of performance-based           
contracts in order to manage the technical risk of downtime and for effective maintenance              
planning.  
 
Performance-based contracts are often in the form of the holistic contracts covering the             
maintenance needs of a system to ensure uptime or function, either for a specified period or                
for the lifetime of the product. For the latter, there are variants in which the supplier owns the                  
product, i.e., contracts based on leasing of either the product or its function. Advanced forms               
of performance-based holistic contracts guarantee not only a product’s or system’s uptime,            
but also the customer’s total operation. In these utility-based contracts the supplier takes a              
greater risk, in that it ensures the business and not a specific system or product's operation,                
and this risk must be carefully priced and regulated in the contract. 
  
Traditionally, procurement of maintenance has been based on fixed price on defined work; the              
model is used for simple as well as for complex procurement. This can easily lead to                
negotiations on everything that is not included in the price, which may result in lower               
efficiency, delivery delays and a sense of distrust amongst the actors. As a response to this,                
forms for cooperation based on mutual trust and fairness for all parties have been developed,               
based on the concepts of partnering. In partnering based contracts setting common objectives             
and keeping open documents and books, relevant for the contract, is essential. The project is               
created, run and improved in cooperation with the stakeholders, such as customers,            
contractors, suppliers and consultants. The transparency and openness is what mainly           
differentiates partnering from traditional contracts. 
  
Business models based on combined offers, i.e., products combined with services, have            
proven to have a positive effect on the business. Moving from product-orientation to             
result-orientation requires a shift of focus from what is offered to which value the offer means                
for the customer is required, and to adopt a holistic view of the value creation process.                
Companies often interact in complex and geographically dispersed pattern that shift over            
time: actors come and go, relationships are broken and new ones are added. In order to                
capture the complexity and dynamics of the business environment and thus to create business              
models and pricing models that best supports the company's objectives, one should look             
beyond the traditional frames and supply chains. In the business ecosystem customers and             
suppliers, but also other stakeholders are recognized as actors. These could for instance be              
competitors, companies producing substitutes, standardization organizations, public       
authorities, and customer groups. 
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Results and recommendations from FUSE 

The importance of evaluation of strategies - a simulator to show the            
potential of strategies 
The Future Services project aims at being a step in a long term effort for catalysing the                 
evolution of maintenance and production in the current digital era. The aim of this effort is to                 
support the continuous improvement process for maintenance and production. A specific           
characteristic of maintenance today - and most likely in the nearest future - is that there is an                  
increasing amount of data available, often data of a huge variation. A special effort is the                
transfer of the latest research findings - from different areas and in all possible ways - to find                  
the real potential and value of this data. 
  
Deliverable 1.3, A model for evaluation of maintenance strategies for a general maintenance             
planning problem, defines the concept of a general maintenance problem in such a way that it                
complies with certain aspects of maintenance for a large number of examples of industrial              
maintenance. The overall goal with the general maintenance problem is to enable an             
evaluation and a comparison of maintenance strategies, in terms of the total cost and the total                
risk taken. The concept of “a general maintenance problem” serves as a basis for development               
of general methods and tools for analysing maintenance strategies, including business models,            
maintenance planning, and statistical models for various kinds of mechanical degradation. In            
the context of the present digitalisation of society in general, the envisioned methods and              
tools should be thought of as realizers of a maintenance upgrade, which is achieved by seizing                
the digitalisation opportunities. This is put in effect by (i ) demonstrating the benefits of novel               
digitalised and data driven condition based maintenance strategies, (ii ) comparing these novel            
strategies with the ones used at present, and (iii ) providing decision support tools, which as               
clearly and correctly as possible show the differences between strategies, thereby serving as a              
foundation that “make the correct decisions”. 
 
Hence, the primary aims with the two case studies are: 

1) the development of the concept of “the general maintenance problem” and general            
tools for analysis of strategies based on this concept; 

2) the use of “the general maintenance problem” to demonstrate the potential of novel             
maintenance strategies as a part of becoming aware of and making decisions on             
altering the maintenance strategy in use; 

3) the use of “the general maintenance problem” to design maintenance strategies, take            
them into use, and design operational maintenance planning procedures that efficiently           
satisfies any given requirements on the maintenance. 
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Figure 1. The maintenance strategy evaluation tool. 
 
The strategy evaluation tool consists of a number of parts as illustrated in Figure 1 above.                
First there is a simulator to mimic the usage and condition of the system to maintain. It                 
represents all components of the system and their fault modes. It keeps track of the usage and                 
wear of the system over time, using wear models and load distributions which can either be                
provided by experts or estimated from historical data from the real system. 
 
This is followed by simulation a number of maintenance strategies to compare. Typically             
there is one base strategy, mimicking the way maintenance is performed today. This can then               
be compared with one or more strategies that are more advanced, such as using more               
condition information and/or advanced maintenance planning. 
 
Finally, the evaluation part computes the cost for the maintenance performed by the different              
strategies and the risk taken by them, and presents this in a number of plots and tables. 
 
The tool has been used in the case studies with Euromaint and Siemens. For Euromaint               
(Figure 2) both maintenance of doors and of the compressor on the studied set of trains can,                 
according to the simulator, be reduced by almost 40% without significantly increasing the risk              
of failures. For Siemens (Figure 3) a reduction of around 20% seems to be possible without                
increased risk of failures (using synthetic but realistic data, so the real reduction can be               
different from this). 
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Figure 2. Euromaint case studies results. Left: maintenance of doors. Right: Maintenance of             
compressors. Blue is the cost (in terms of working hours) of the current maintenance strategy,               
and green the cost with the suggested maintenance strategy. 
 

 
Figure 3. Siemens case study results of a turbine (with synthetic but realistic costs and wear                
models). Blue is the cost of the current strategy, green with the suggested strategy. 
 
Thus, for both case studies, the potential reduction of maintenance needed is shown by the               
simulator to be significant. It also seems that the efforts needed to take the novel more                
efficient maintenance strategies into use should not be a substantial hindrance. The            
importance of swiftly taking actions to put the proposed strategies into practice cannot be              
more clearly expressed than shown the case studies in the project. Of course, it cannot be                
generally guaranteed that the gain will be as large as in these cases. However, apart from the                 
results concerning reduction of maintenance in these case studies, a prime result of these case               
studies is the simulator itself, which makes it possible to explore the potential gains and risks                
of novel maintenance strategies before they are implemented in the organization. 
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The importance of planning - automatic optimization tools are needed 
Today an industrial system typically is composed of very many components, with            
complicated relationships between costs of repair and/or replacement of components, as well            
as failure mechanisms. In order to be able to comprehend such complicated systems - that are                
to be maintained - and decide on which are their (functionally and/or economically) important              
ingredients, it is fruitful to describe such systems using logical and/or mathematical            
frameworks. A further complicating fact is that the available information about the (possible)             
degradations of components in such systems may evolve over time, which calls for a dynamic               
re-planning of maintenance activities. Maintenance strategies can be tailored to the industrial            
system as a whole, as well as to the individual components’ reliability and failure              
characteristics, thereby enabling a balance between the objective to minimize the risk of             
unplanned system downtime, and the objective to minimize the costs of preventive            
maintenance of components; this trade-off is naturally treated through a multiobjective           
optimization. 
 
The possible properties of the systems, combined with the desired properties of the planning              
solutions - as described in the previous paragraph - illustrate the need for automated decision               
tools. Moreover, the fact that these systems are characterized by complex relationships among             
failure mechanisms and the costs involved in the maintenance activities themselves, make it             
difficult - or even impossible - to create (near) optimal maintenance plans by hand.  
 
We have studied a large body of published articles regarding how to best plan the               
maintenance of a single component, as well as of multi-component systems. Advantages of             
planning only for single-component systems include the possibility to regard more properties            
of the component at hand (e.g., its failure mechanisms, and how condition monitoring may              
cause component degradation, or even failure), as well as the particularities of how its              
condition can be monitored. Advantages of planning for multi-component systems include           
possibilities to handle economic, stochastic, and structural dependencies between         
components, as well as between components and the operation of the system. Still, such              
dependencies are often necessarily modelled in a simplified manner, in order to enable the              
creation and execution of planning models. The planning can be performed through the use of               
heuristics or mathematical optimization models. Heuristics (of varying complexity) often          
comprise parameters related to the system and/or components, and the values of which may in               
turn be optimized. Mathematical optimization models differ from heuristics in that they try to              
mimic the most essential parts of the real systems and usually possess significantly more              
degrees of freedom. Unsurprisingly, planning using optimization methods tends to result in            
significant planning improvements over simple heuristics, while heuristics almost always are           
computationally faster. Since all different models developed and used are simplifications of            
the real systems studied, there is definitely a potential for improvements of both models and               
corresponding optimal maintenance plans for most types of industrial systems. 
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In reality there may be many relevant objectives, such as to minimize monetary costs, to               
maximize system availability and reliability, to minimize risks of failure or accidents, and to              
maximize the quality of service towards customers. In optimization models, it is common to              
(transform and) combine some of these objectives into a single objective function, monetary             
costs being the most obvious and common quantity then used. While multiple objectives are              
viable within continuous, convex optimization, it is however an order of magnitude more             
complex to find a well-spread collection of near-Pareto optimal solutions in discrete-variable            2

contexts, to which the type of maintenance planning models developed and employed in this              
project belong. Nevertheless, industrial maintenance decisions would benefit largely from          
exploring and comparing maintenance plans that are optimized towards different          
(combinations of) objectives. 
 
The effective construction and utilization of relevant maintenance models of course rely            
heavily on the availability of sufficiently current, reliable, and clearly defined information, the             
lack of which is a common challenge. Within the current project, in one case study a severe                 
lack of data regarding the reliability of components was observed, while in another case data               
was partially incomplete, and spread over several databases, such that it was difficult - and to                
some extent impossible - to reconstruct the usage history of some of the components. To be                
able to implement all the promising results from the project, the company in question needs to                
perform an extensive collection, storage and sorting of data in easily accessible databases (or              
equivalent).  
 
During the project a few real industrial systems have been scrutinized from a maintenance              
perspective. The size and character of these systems range from five heterogeneous to             
hundreds of homogenous components, where in either case the components possess multiple            
failure modes. The available maintenance activities range from replacements only, to           
replacements, swapping of components , and repair (in our case, turning). Given that a             3

sufficient share of the relevant and most essential data are made available, through the              
(mathematical) tools developed within the project, good - and sometimes near-optimal -            
maintenance plans can be created. Through our experiences from the project (as well as from               
previous research) we have also gained knowledge about how to build models for             
maintenance planning for industrial systems of various characters. 

2 Pareto optimal solutions are such that the value of one objective cannot be improved unless the value of at least                     
one other objective is worsened. 
3 To swap components within a system may solve problems, when constraints exist on relations of wear between                  
different components within the system. 
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The importance of business models - how to make the mental journey            
from product focus to value creation 
The shifting demands on product development and production processes have led to the             
emergency of new business models, such as integrated product-service offerings. Research           
shows that the combined business models have a positive effect on the business and as a                
consequence the importance of after sales services has increased. But many companies have             
not yet understood the business opportunities that could be achieved by providing after sales              
services. The view of operations and maintenance services has to change; the focus should be               
on the values created and not in the offers in form of products or services. The approach                 
developed in this project proposes a process for business model development as well as              
conceptual tools for making this journey.  
 
To sell value of maintenance opens up for more effective maintenance since it will be directly                
connected to the need. However, this will also lead to more responsibility and a higher risk for                 
the company delivering the maintenance. To handle this risk access to more reliable data is               
essential and the development in digital technology, optimisation and simulation presented           
above enables in that way the transition from simple customer offers more flexible and              
effective offers providing utility for the customers. In Figure 4 a systematic model for the               
development of customer offers, developed during this project, is described. 
 

 
Figure 4. A business model development process 
 
First, in the business environment analysis, the company is positioned in the business             
environment. For this purpose a business ecosystem perspective is used in order to capture the               
most important actors and also the dynamics in the business environment. Next, in the value               
proposition modelling phase, value propositions, based on customer’s real needs and           
expectations, are formulated and a gap-analysis is performed in order to investigate whether             
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the resources and assets required to deliver the relevant value offers are in place. In the last                 
implementation phase, strategies for delivering new value offers are developed and the            
feasibility of these are analysed based on pilot studies. The last phase, the implementation              
phase, contains activities to identify influential actors in the business environment and            
technical and political (legal) trends that could be of importance, and identify business             
opportunities (scenarios). In developing these scenarios modular maintenance offerings         
should be considered.  
 
For supporting the mental shift from selling of products to creation of value, a framework for                
business model development is proposed; see Table 1. This framework can be viewed as the               
logical development of the service business model from a narrow technical perspective to a              
holistic product-service perspective; it can also reflect the technological developments and the            
service needs from a business modelling perspective, by converting maintenance and other            
services from being a technical product into a value-creating activity. This shift is visible              
between levels two and three in Table 1. The approach is applicable for producing enterprises               
who intend to shift their focus from delivering products to delivering integrated            
product-services, but also for service providers who want to go from traditional service             
contracts to long-term, performance-based contracts. The framework addresses the core          
business logic and the fundamentals of the value creating process. Without a thorough             
understanding of the basics, the transition to a more advanced business model is hard. Making               
a description of the underlying business logic will increase the understanding of necessary             
changes and support the transformation. In the framework, this is expressed in seven factors              
that are to be considered when making the shift; four factors connected to the value               
proposition (Type of offering, Density, Quality dimensions, Business development strategy)          
and four factors connected to business strategy (Strategic perspective, View on profitability,            
View on value creation). 
 
Table 1. A framework for business model development 

 
 
The dynamics in the business development strategy is reflected in the modular based             
maintenance contracts; see Figure 5. This means that different value offerings aimed at             
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different customers are based on a base offer to which additional layers are added. In this way                 
a more advanced customer offer means an addition to already existing offerings, and not a               
completely new offer, even if the customers perceive them as separate offerings. The basic              
value proposition is maintenance as a resource, for example, based on the supplier’s             
maintenance skills, planning skills, and spare parts’ management. Levels one and two            
consider maintenance from a performance perspective, i.e., maintenance is connected to the            
system or product functionality. Level three focuses on the benefits that a maintenance             
offering provides to the client or customer, and is thus linked to the customer’s results. The                
highest level is connected with the ability to differentiate the offering depending on, for              
instance, product characteristics. Customers are often willing to enter into performance-based           
contracts for mature products, but choose a resource-based contract for new products, since             
there is no reliability data for the new product. A single supplier can also supply different                
types of maintenance value propositions for different customer segments, and the offerings            
are logical extensions of the basic offering (maintenance as a resource), since the offer is               
linked to the basic internal resources and skills held by the supplier.  
 

 

Figure 5. Modular maintenance offerings 
 
The offerings described on levels three and four in the framework, where the company              
supplying the offer takes a larger responsibility, larger business risk, requires access to more              
information. Both technical information regarding performance and operation but also          
regarding use and utility, and also other ways of analyse the data.  
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Concluding remarks and future work 
The project Future Industrial Service Management has considered the general maintenance           
problem  from several aspects: 

● how to utilize the available condition information in order to create the best             
maintenance plans; 

● how to demonstrate the value of designing such maintenance plans; 
● how better utilization of available condition information support development of          

performance based offerings and more advanced business models. 
 
The main idea for the simulator developed in the projectis to base the maintenance decisions               
on those metrics, directly measured or computed, that best reveal the true need for              
maintenance. A concrete goal for the further development of the simulator is to continue to               
use counters - measuring component usage rather than measurements of momentary physical            
conditions - for determining maintenance needs, as counters in general imply a swifter way              
towards the digitalisation of maintenance practice. 
 
Future work includes using these new solutions to better support the decision-making process             
of selecting the alternatives that result in the best improvement of maintenance practice.             
Moreover, they support negotiations in the process of finding maintenance solutions that are             
the best with respect to the needs of different parties, and the most beneficial production               
solution. That is, the aim is to support decisions concerning complete value chains - from the                
decision to use new sensors or otherwise available data to business opportunities and             
strategies. It is also a goal to create trustworthy and realistic models of maintenance strategies               
suggested by the participating enterprises, including the creation of realistic models of the             
physical reality in order to predict future maintenance needs. This reduces the element of risk               
in maintenance decisions and support effective use of business models for maintenance,            
where the focus is on created value instead of time and resources used for performing               
maintenance tasks. By this, maintenance comes closer to the end user in the value chain and                
will probably be valued higher. 
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